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Note: All the questions are compulsory.
Q1. Choose the correct answer: (2.5)

1. Who builds our houses? a) A butcher b) A mason c) A former
2. Who stitches clothes for us? a) A tailor b) A butcher c) A greengrocer
3. Who makes and repairs our furniture? a) A doctor b) A carpenter c) A postman
4. Which of these does a farmer do to help us? a) Put out fires b) Grow crops       c) Stitch clothes
5. Who should shreya call if her fan is not working? a) An electrician b) A plumber c) A mason

Q2. Write True or False: (2.5)
1. Your father’s father is your uncle. [ ] 2. All families are small. [ ]
3. A butcher sells meat. [ ] 4. A plumber is called to fix light.[ ]
5. Your mother’s borther is your uncle. [ ]

Q3. Fill in the blanks: (5)
1. A______is a small clinic (despensory/hospital)
2. We go to a ____________to buy stamps (post office/police station)
3. We put letters in a _________to send them to various places (stamp/postbox)
4. We go to a_______to play. (Park/Police station)
5. We go to a__________to buy fruits and vegetable. (green/greengrocer).

Q6 . Answer the following question (10)
1. Where do you live? 2. What are the difference types of families?
3. What is an ambulance? 4. What is a nuclear family?
5. Name any five people who help us in our daily lives.
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Note:- There are five sections. Each section contains four marks.

Sec-A (Reading Skill)

1. Read the passage carefully and Answer the following questions-

India is the country of festivals. Deepawali is one of those festivals. It is very famous festival of Hindus. Deepawali

means the row of earthen lamps. On this day, people light oil lambs in their homes. In every Hindu family, the

Goddess Laxmi and Lord Ganesha worshipped. Sweets and fruits are distributed.

a. Which is the famous festival of India?

b. What does the Deepawali mean?

c. Who is worshipped on the Deepawali?

d. ___________and________are distributed.

Sec-B (Grammar Skill)

2. Circle proper nouns and underline common nouns in the sentences.

a. I have a big building.

b. Ram plays Badminton.

c. Tajmahal is the most beautiful monument.

d. Shyam lives in a big city.

3. What is Noun? Give two examples.

Sec-C (Writing Skill)

4. Write about ‘Yourself’.

5. Describe the picture.

Sec-D (Literature Section)

6. Answer these questions:

a. Where does the Nair family live?

b. Who were their friends?

c. What did the children decide to have?

d. At whom does everyone laugh?

Sec-E (Vocabulary Skill)

7. Write the meaning of these words.

(a) Neighbours (b) grab (c) burst (d) Merry


